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ENGLISH
CREATIVE WRITING

I.1. Write a composition about 'My Home'.      5
Hints: (provide shelter, location, rooms, members).

2. Read the outline of the story and develop it in your
own words.  Give an appropriate title to the story.      5
A long time ago …. huge apple tree …. little boy loved ….
played around it everyday …. climbed to the treetop ….
apple and sleep under the shadow ….  loved tree …. tree
loved …. played with him …. time went by ….  little boy
….  grew up …. he no longer played …. the tree everyday.

GRAMMAR
II.1. Write the plural of the following words.      2
a) country b) grain c) city d)  bunch
2. Rewrite the following sentences using the correct

punctuations.      1
how far is your school from home
my house is near my school

3. Use ‘is’, ‘am’, ‘are’, ‘has’ or ‘have’ to fill in the
blanks.      2
I _____ studying in IIIrd std. Neha ____ my friend. She
____ two sisters. They ____studying in IVth std and Vth std.
They ____ a pet cat called Kitty.

SPELLING
III.1. Choose the correctly spelt word.      4
a) paclac palace paleac
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b) shelf sehlf shlef
c) sapper supper seppar
d) enemy eneimy enimy
2. Fill in the missing letters.      4
a) v_cat_on b) fri_nd_y c) b_rl_y d) _ell_r
3. Correct the jumbled words.      2
a) isaisnr b) cddylu

VOCABULARY
IV.1. Write one word for the following.      4
a) area outside town b) evening meal
c) soft and lovable d) rise up
2. Strike out the words that do not belong to the group.   4
a) mango, apple, wheat, banana
b) sad, pleased, delighted, happy
c) reply, ask, answer, say
d) summer, morning, winter, spring
3. Frame questions beginning with.      2
a) where b) when

LITERATURE
V. Answer the following questions in a sentence or two.
a) What question came to Akbar’s mind? What did Birbal

reply?   1½
b) What did Misty eat from the kitchen cupboard?   1½
c) How was the innkeeper punished?      2
d) Who spoke these lines to whom?      3

(i) “What is a trap”?
(ii) Take this tablecloth, if you spread it on the table, you
shall have everything you wish to eat.
(iii) How many crows are there in my kingdom?

e) What do wild pandas eat? What do pandas living in zoos
and other centres eat?      2
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HANDWRITING
VI. Amma feels that the forthcoming age should be dedicated

to reawakening the healing power of motherhood. This is
the only way to realize our dream of peace and harmony
for all. And it can be done! It is entirely up to us. Let us
remember this and move forward. May the seeds of peace
we are planting here today bear fruit for all.      5


